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Abstract—This paper shows the realization of electric meta-
materials with Fused Deposition Modelling by tuning the nozzle
temperature, bed temperature and extrusion width to achieve
anisotropic electrical conduction. The temperatures influence
the magnitude of the contact resistance between printed lines,
whereas the extrusion width determines the number of contacts
per unit length. Electric metamaterials are interesting for sensing,
e.g. by concentrating the current to achieve highly sensitive
spots. In this work such a concentrator is 3D-printed and its
operation is demonstrated through IR thermography and voltage
measurements, as well as supported by FEM simulations.

Index Terms—3D-Printing, Fused Deposition Modelling, Elec-
tric Metamaterial, Conductive, Anisotropy

I. INTRODUCTION

3D-printing of electrically conductive materials for sensor
applications by means of Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM)
is an upcoming area of research [1]–[3]. One of the main
advantages is that it allows for embedding sensors with
electronics in objects in one manufacturing step [4], [5]. On
the other hand the FDM process introduces anisotropy due
to line-wise and layer-wise manufacturing, e.g. giving rise
to anisotropic electrical properties due to the contact resis-
tances between lines and layers [6]–[8]. The printing induced
anisotropic properties have e.g. been used for sensing, like
constriction-resistive strain sensing [9] and force-dependent
impedance sensing [10]. However, the anisotropy also gives
rise to metamaterial behaviour, which can be useful for sen-
sors. Metamaterials can serve sensor purposes by enhancing
the sensitivity through concentrating the fields used to measure
[11], [12] or by cloaking the sensor to prevent perturbing the
to-be-measured field [13]. It has been shown that anisotropic,
steady-state metamaterials, e.g. for the thermal and electrical
domains, can be realized with layered structures of two mate-
rials with dissimilar conductivities [14]–[16].

Currently, the fabrication of electric metamaterial structures
is achieved by creating resistor networks [12], [17], [18] and
by stacking or merging thin layers of materials [13], [14],
[19]. In this respect 3D-printing, and especially FDM with its
anisotropy due to the structured materials it produces, used as
fabrication method for metamaterials can offer advantages in
terms of costs, geometric freedom, available materials, lead
time and embedding [20]–[22]. Furthermore the infill pattern
of (multi-material) FDM with its sub-millimeter resolution is
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ideally suited to print the repeating, layered structures required
for metamaterials [20].

Since realizing metamaterials with FDM is expected to
offer an additional tool in the design toolbox for 3D-printing
of sensors and conductors, this work studies the fabrication
of DC electric metamaterials by means of Fused Deposition
Modelling. The effect of several printing parameters on the
anisotropic electrical conduction is measured and the findings
are used to demonstrate a 3D-printed DC electric metamaterial
concentrator. The following sections present the metamaterial
theory and show experimental data and simulations to demon-
strate the role of the printing parameters and the metamaterial
operation.

Fig. 1. a. FEM simulation of a 3D-printed layer, showing an anisotropic
voltage distribution due to contact resistance between lines. b. 3D-printed
sample with an infill angle of φ = 45◦, contacts made of copper tape with
silver paint and two pairs of probing points to measure the skewed voltage
due to anisotropy at two positions, ∆V1 and ∆V2.

II. THEORY

Metamaterials can be defined as rationally designed ma-
terials with an, often periodic, artificial structure, where the
properties are dictated by the structure instead of by the
base material [20], [21]. Metamaterials operate in wavelengths
greater than the functional building blocks or unit cells of the
structure [15].

In this study single 3D-printed sheets with a 45◦ infill
pattern are studied, of which a Finite Element Method (FEM)
simulation with anisotropic voltage distribution is shown in
fig. 1.a. In this case a single material with contact resistance
between the printed lines is used to create the anisotropic con-
duction, instead of the standard method of using two materials
with different resistivities. These tiles can be combined in
different patterns to achieve different functionalities, e.g. to
cloak, to concentrate, to diffuse [16], [23].
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Modeling shows that both the orientation of the layers and
an additional tuning parameter based on the material properties
can be used to change the direction and magnitude of the
electric field for an infinite sheet with dual material layers
[24]. In the present research the anisotropy is determined by
the contact resistance instead of by dual materials. The prints
have an in-line resistivity of ρ in Ω m and a homogenized
resistivity of ρ+σ/Wext perpendicular to the printed lines, with
σ in Ω m2 being the contact resistance and Wext the extrusion
width. For large σ the current density mainly follows the infill
direction, yielding a skewed voltage distribution like in fig. 1.a.
The tuning parameter is the anisotropy ratio, defined as the
ratio of resistivities in the direction along and the direction
normal to the printed lines [25]:

Γ =
ρ

ρ+ σ/Wext
(1)

In case of ideal isotropic conduction Γ = 1 and for significant
anisotropy, with metamaterial properties, Γ � 1.

It is expected that the printing parameters can be tuned
to affect the fusion and therefore the contact resistance σ
and, hence, Γ. The contact resistance is likely accounted for
by voids, improper fusion or the distribution of conductive
nanoparticles [3], [8], [26]. For a given material the nozzle
temperature Tnoz and the environment or bed temperature Tbed
are crucial in the bond formation between lines [27], [28].
Higher temperatures in general give lower total resistance
for 3D-prints [8], [29]. Furthermore the extrusion width Wext
determines the number of contacts for a fixed sample size, and
increasing it is shown to minimize the total resistance in 3D-
prints [6], [8]. Therefore the printing parameters under study
are Tnoz, Tbed and Wext.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. Fabrication

The samples are single sheets fabricated with a Prusa i3
mk3s printer with a 0.4 mm nozzle, combined with PrusaSlicer
for slicing. As material ProtoPasta conductive PLA is used
[30]. The samples are squares of 30 x 30 x 0.2 mm, printed
on top of oxidized silicon wafers, where a spray is used
to improve adhesion (3DLAC). The electrical contacts are
made with copper tape and silver paint (Electrolube SCP26G),
having additional ridges on the outer ends of the samples
to provide even contacts. For testing the effect of the print
parameters on the anisotropy, prints are made with a φ = 45◦

infill angle, fig. 1.b. Two probing points are added symmet-
rically on either side for reliable voltage probing, fig. 1.b,
where the average voltage difference of both pairs is used
as measure for the anisotropic voltage distribution. The prints
are made with the default printing parameters from table I,
while varying a single parameter at a time: Tnoz from 200 °C to
230 °C, Tbed from 25 °C to 70 °C and Wext 0.4 mm to 1.2 mm.
A concentrator consisting out of four combined versions of
the sample in fig. 1.b is also fabricated as a metamaterial
demonstration, on a glass and on a silicon wafer. The printing
parameter values that yield the largest anisotropy are used

to achieve a large contact resistance and hence the best
metamaterial properties.

TABLE I
DEFAULT PRINTING PARAMETERS

Printing parameter Value
Bed temperature 50 °C
Nozzle temperature 215 °C
Extrusion width 0.6 mm
Extrusion multiplier 1
Infill Density 100%
Infill angle 45◦

Layer height 0.2 mm
Printing speed 20 mm s−1

B. Characterization

The resistance of the samples between the copper contacts
and the voltage difference between opposite probe pairs are
measured with a handheld digital multimeter (Fluke 170). For
every parameter, 2 or 3 samples are tested. The cross sections
of the samples with extreme parameters are imaged with a
Leica Microsystems MSV266 microscope, where the cross-
sections are prepared by cryo fracturing with liquid nitrogen.
The concentrator demonstration is measured with IR thermog-
raphy with an IR camera (FLIR ONE Gen 2, FLIR Systems)
to show heating of the sample due to power dissipation. The
temperature distribution is affected by thermal diffusion and
convection, and therefore only serves as indicator for areas
with high power density [7]. To show concentrating of the
current, scanning probe voltage measurements are performed
over the centerline of the concentrator with the multimeter.

FEM simulations are performed with COMSOL using the
Electric Currents module with an extremely fine mesh. The
electrical properties are implemented through material prop-
erties and contact impedance functionality, similar as in [7],
[25]. The meandering ends of the lines are neglected, since
these have a small effect for square samples with a relatively
high Γ value [25]. The FEM simulations are compared to the
voltage centerline measurements by means of fitting σ and by
measuring ρ = 0.221 Ω m on a square sample along the print
direction of the lines.

IV. RESULTS

The mean results for the normalized voltage difference
between the probes and the total resistance of the samples
with the first standard deviation are shown in fig. 2, where
every parameter has its own horizontal axis. As expected the
voltage difference, and hence the anisotropy, goes down with
increasing Tnoz, Tbed and Wext, indicating a decrease in contact
resistance. The total resistance also goes down with an increase
of these parameters, as already found in [6], [29]. This holds
for all values except for the highest Tnoz and Tbed, which does
not have an explanation yet.

To validate that the difference in anisotropy is caused by the
contact properties, microscopy images are taken of the samples
with the highest and lowest value for each parameter, fig. 3.
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Fig. 2. The measured mean normalized voltage difference (left) and total
resistance (right) with their standard deviation as a function of the parameters
Tnoz, Tbed and Wext, where each parameter has an own horizontal axis.

For the low Tnoz, Tbed improper fusion can be recognized,
whereas for the high values the cross-sections appear solid.
For the cross sections with varied Wext, the contact areas have
ridges for Wext = 0.4 mm and gutters for Wext = 1.2 mm. This
over and under-extrusion might explain the smaller effect on
the voltage difference for Wext.

Fig. 3. Microscopy images of cross sections from samples with a single
extreme parameter. The low temperatures show reduced bonding formation,
compared to the fully fused contacts at high temperatures. The extrusion width
seems to cause over and under-extrusion for low and high values.

The most effective parameters from fig. 2 are used for
printing the concentrator: Tnoz = 200 °C, Tbed = 25 °C and
Wext = 0.4 mm. The concentrator in fig. 4.a is measured with
IR thermography, fig. 4.b and shows qualitatively comparable
results to FEM simulations of the power dissipation density
in fig. 4.c, showing its operation with heating mainly on the
corners and in the center of the concentrator.

The scanning probe voltage measurements over the center-
line in fig. 5 also show a higher voltage gradient in the center
compared to a linear voltage drop for isotropic materials,
demonstrating the concentrating effect. The FEM simulations
are fitted to the measurements, yielding a Γ = 0.570 (Si)

Fig. 4. a. The fabricated concentrator. b. An IR image of the concentrator in
operation, mainly showing heating at the center and in the corners. c. A FEM
simulation of the power dissipation density on a logarithmic scale, showing
similarity to the IR measurement.

and Γ = 0.307 (glass), comparable to the anisotropy ratio of
Γ = 0.528 in [7]. The difference between the samples on the
glass and silicon wafers might be explained from the different
thermal properties of the substrates, affecting bond formation.
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Fig. 5. The measured voltage and fitted simulations over the centerline of
the fabricated concentrators, demonstrating its operation with a higher electric
field in the middle. The concentrator is schematically shown on the left, with
the dots representing the probe locations.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

This work proves experimentally that decreasing the nozzle
temperature, bed temperature and extrusion width can be
used to increase the contact resistance, to achieve anisotropic
electrical conduction with FDM in single layer prints. Through
microscopy it is validated that the printing parameters indeed
influence the quality of the contacts between printed lines.
The anisotropy is used for DC electric metamaterials, which
are interesting for sensing e.g. by concentrating the current
to increase sensitivity. Such a concentrator is 3D-printed and
its operation is demonstrated through IR thermography and
voltage measurements and compared with FEM simulations.

In this study a limited set of printing parameters is re-
searched in a 2D case, leaving space for future studies. Further-
more it was observed that the extreme settings mechanically
weaken the 3D-prints and make it more difficult to print.
Printing with dual materials could remedy this aspect, allowing
for full 3D geometries and improved mechanical performance.
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